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1. Introduction
This report summarises the answers collected from training institutions in Poland on the
potentiality of the SILKC-PATH platform. On the basis of respondents’ recommendations
project partners will be able to learn about the potential of the platform and its possible
improvements in the future so as to fit the needs of the end-users.
There were 5 answers collected.

2. Collected answers

2.1 General information

Country

What is your role at the institution?



What trainings do you offer? (e.g. corporate initiatives, construction, education, etc.)

Do you publish information on your trainings on any free/ paid online training
platforms (external to your own website)?

If yes, what kind of platform do you use?

google.pl, office 365
Training and training centers referencing platform

2.2 Potentiality of the SILKC-PATH platform

1. Do you feel the platform asks for enough profile/training information? (Training
Institution account)



If you feel anything is missing/ redundant in the Training Insitution profile, please
justify here

information about the trainers
Our training are organised on request so there is no predefined session with specific dates. The
price of the training is for a session with 1 to 8 people so we don't have a price per person as
requested in the form.

2. Do you feel the platform could be useful to your institution with all the
functionalities it has now?

3. From what number of users interested in your training per month would you find
the platform useful to your needs?



4. Would you consider a rating of interest in your trainings something useful?

5. Would you like this rating to be public?



6. Would you like to see comments made by past trainees on your trainings?

7. Would you like the platform to manage registrations to your trainings?

8. Would you like it if it was possible to automatically publish new trainings on the
platform?



9. What metrics do you think would be useful to compare your institution to others?

number of trainings, number of participants, subject area, opinions of the participants
The experience of the trainers, the price, educational mission (values they share)
number of participants, price, duration of training
trainings range
the number of positive feedback
Satisfaction rating from the trained person. Satisfaction rating from the employer on specific
skills.

10. Do you think it would be useful to add a possibility to contact you by e-mail or
phone directly though the platform (additionally to the link to your website)?

11. Would you like a “promoted training” feature (pay to get to the top)? (the natural
way for your trainings to be promoted is to provide detailed training information and
have users like or take them)



12. What should such a platform offer to convince you to register as a Training
Institution and publish trainings?

The possibility to search the training by the name of the company
searching by place, by price, by duration
This amount of information seems to be optimal
the efficacy in attracting customers, maybe a system of co-funding the training
A bullet-proof security

Have a large number of people that use the service, which would bring us  good visibility towards

our users target.

13. Do you know any similar platforms to SILKC-PATH?

14. Extra comments/ suggestions

I really like the idea of the platform!



3.Summary
All in all, the platform is rated positively by different representatives of training institutions
who tested its functionalities. They liked the idea of the platform and the options that are
there.
The majority thinks the platform asks for enough profile information.
All respondents agreed that options such as: a rating of interests, automatically published
training and contacting via email/phone could be useful.
The majority of them would like to see the comments made by past trainees, to have the
platform responsible for managing registrations, and to have the “promoted training” feature.
Also, the respondents provided many useful comments on how to improve the platform and
what other functionalities could be added to make the platform more interesting for the
end-users.
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1. Introduction
This report summarises the answers collected from recruiters in Poland on the potentiality of
the SILKC-PATH platform. On the basis of respondents’ recommendations project partners
will be able to learn about the potential of the platform and its possible improvements in the
future so as to fit the needs of the end-users.
There were 6 answers collected.

2. Collected answers

2.1 General information

Country

Company size

What is your role at the institution?



What is the sector of your company?
Health
Industrial chemistry
Translations
Entertainment
Pharmacetutics
Banking
People Security
Engineering
Medical marketing
Trade and service
Trainings
Counselling and training
Agriculture
Food industry
MedTech

2.2 Potentiality of the SILKC-PATH platform

1. Do you feel the platform asks for enough profile/training information? (Recruiter
account)



If you feel anything is missing/ redundant in the Recruiter profile, please justify here

When saving a new offer, the map took up a lot of space. There was too little space for the
description of the offer. The blank space with "name" is non-intuitive - it was not clear what to
write there + non-intuitive magnifier below.
There should be more information to provide about the company / employer

Do you feel the platform could be useful to your company with all the functionalities it
has now?

If not, why?
To be honest - I don't know if the platform would be useful. Statistics show that the largest
number of employees with specialized competences are recruited on someone's
recommendation
I feel my business is too small to benefit from it



3. From what number of job candidates per month would you find the platform useful
to your needs?

4. Would you like the platform to have a company ranking option? (something like
best place to work)

5. Would you like this rating to be public?



6. Do you feel like the possibility to search for potential job candidates on the basis of
their skills could be useful to you?

7. When you obtain matching candidates profiles based on the skillset, would you like
to be able to see the detailed skills of each matched candidate and information about
his/her job history?



8. Would you like to be able to publish vacancies for all of the platform users and let
people apply to these vacancies?

9. Would you like the platform to be able to synchronise or get information from
LinkedIn or other similar platforms?



10. Do you think a feature to offer internships on the platform would be interesting?

11. What else should a platform of this kind offer you to convince to register?

A follow-up/count of the candidates that postulate to each offer

Suggest a time gain I could obtain by using the platform

More precision in qualifying language knowledge

A large number of active users

Ways to promote my company

Give the professional path of the candidate

A benchmark on the quality of training

Highlight intra-company continuous training

Automated reporting

Your advantage - the uniqueness of the employees matching method - should be more



emphasized. At first, the user does not see the difference between your platform and other
solutions available on the market
Possibility to compare job offers between companies in a given industry
profiles of the employers
The platform should be filled with offers to attract potential users
There are enough features on the platform, the additional options proposed are also interesting

12. Do you know any similar platforms?

13. Extra comments/ suggestions

Integration with recruitment platforms

3.Summary
All in all, the platform is rated positively by different representatives of employers who tested
its functionalities. They liked the proposed options suggested in the questionnaire.
The majority thinks the platform asks for enough profile information.
The respondents in majority would like to have the following options: company ranking,
public rating, possibility to search for job candidates on the basis of their skills, possibility to
publish vacancies for all users, possibility to synchronise with LinkedIn, internship
opportunities.
Also, the respondents provided some useful comments on how to improve the platform and
what other functionalities could be added to make the platform more interesting for the
end-users, e.g. to reorganise the platform to be more intuitive and to emphasise its
advantage to make it innovative.


